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Would Goethe have called for
more light if his death had
come in an ICU? (1994)

by Howard M. Spiro
Family practice, now urged on
the young, belongs to older
doctors, tempered by experience
and calmed by life. (1998)
Too much analysis paralyzes
thought. (1995)
We doctors should learn far
earlier than I did that the old
are people still, with hopes
and ambitions, and with
plans. (2002)
No one studies amusement,
empathy, association, recall of
minor events, or poetic ability.
(1996)
The familiar musings of Howard Spiro extol the humanitarian
spirit in life and medicine, even as new technologies dominate.
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...patients whose chronic pain
fills their every moment and
who by their caresses of their
distress tell us how empty life
might be without that pain.
(1995)
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Food serves important cultural and moral values: what
people eat and drink, or do
not eat and drink, tells us
much about them. (2002)
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Little is new, ... old questions
always recur, even if in
disguise. (2003)
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Doubtless the Fall from grace
and the expulsion from Eden
will be deemed infectious in
origin... (1997)
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